Objectives: The McGurk-MacDonald illusory percept is obtained by dubbing an incongruent articulatory movement on an auditory phoneme. This type of audiovisual speech perception contributes to the assessment of theories of speech perception. The mismatch negativity (MMN) reflects the detection of a deviant stimulus within the auditory short-term memory and besides an acoustic component, possesses, under certain conditions, a phonetic one. The present study assessed the existence of an MMN evoked by McGurk-MacDonald percepts elicited by audiovisual stimuli with constant auditory components.
Introduction
Theories of speech perception can be categorized under two main classes: auditory or conventional theories and motor theories (Liberman and Mattingly, 1985; Mattingly and Liberman, 1988; Remez et al., 1994; Liberman, 1998) . Auditory theories assume that general auditory processes are sufficient to explain the perception of speech (Pisoni, 1973; Cole and Scott, 1974; Kuhl, 1981; Massaro, 1987; Stevens, 1989) . Motor theories invoke specialized processes using decoding rules based on knowledge of articulatory mechanisms (Liberman et al., 1967; Fowler, 1986) . The so-called revised motor theory (Liberman and Mattingly, 1985) appears as the most unconventional and radical of its kind by proposing that the motor code used to understand speech is processed by a specialized perceptual module obeying the rules defined by Fodor (1983) . According to the revised motor theory, the object of speech perception is not the acoustic signal but the intended phonetic gestures of the speaker, so that the perception of an utterance is achieved by identifying a specific pattern of intended articulatory gestures. Under this theory, a specialized perceptual Fodorian module performs the automatic conversion of received acoustic signals into intended articulatory gestures, which lead to perceived phonetic structures. The specialized module is viewed as an innate piece of neural architecture resulting from the species evolution and performing an automatic key function in speech perception without any cognitive load. The theory assumes that the module is engaged whenever an acoustic stimulus can be interpreted as the result of linguistically significant articulatory gestures, and that it removes the information it processes from the input of the general acoustic perception mechanisms (Liberman and Mattingly, 1985; Mattingly and Liberman, 1988) . This implies a serial link between the specialized phonetic module and the general auditory mechanisms (Mattingly and Liberman, 1988) .
Proponents of the revised motor theory have invoked the McGurk-MacDonald effect (McGurk and MacDonald, 1976) in order to support their views that speech perception is special. The McGurk-MacDonald effect is obtained as follows: via an audiovisual system, a subject is presented with a speaker who articulates a syllable different from the one recorded on the audio track. For example, the audio signal presents /gi/ but the speaker silently articulates /bi/. The resulting percept is /bgi/, a combination of the incongruent auditory and visual information. Other incongruences, like a visual /gi/ dubbed on an auditory /bi/ lead to a fused percept /di/ (see Massaro, 1987 Massaro, , 1998 Hardison, 1996 for reviews on the McGurk-MacDonald effect). The McGurk-MacDonald effect demonstrates the convergence of acoustic and visual information on the phonetic perception. The effect is obligatory and irrepressive, even when the subject has full knowledge of the actual stimuli (Summerfield and McGrath, 1984; Rosenblum and Saldaña, 1996) . For the proponents of the revised motor theory, the percept is unambiguously phonetic, not bimodal, and this brings support to the assumption that speech perception is neither auditory nor visual, but results from the early conversion of received visual and acoustic information into intended articulatory gestures. According to this view, speech perception is heteromorphic since the perceived objects possess dimensionalities radically different from those of the proximal stimulus (Mattingly and Liberman, 1988) .
The fuzzy logic model of perception (FLMP) provides quite a different view about the McGurk-MacDonald effect (Massaro, 1987) . For this model, which belongs to the auditory class of speech perception theories, the illusory phonetic percepts are not heteromorphic and result from a rather late integration process that follows independent, parallel evaluation of both input modalities (Massaro, 1987) .
Since its discovery, the McGurk-MacDonald effect has been extensively applied to the study of audiovisual speech perception. The results from those studies have been used to assess and improve current theories of speech perception (see Green, 1998 for a review).
The mismatch negativity (MMN) is an event-related potential (ERP), which indexes the pre-attentive, automatic detection of deviance of a rarely occurring stimulus with respect to frequent, standard background stimuli (for reviews, see Näätänen, 1992; Ritter et al., 1995; Lang et al., 1995; Näätanen and Alho, 1997; Schröger, 1997) . There are a lot of studies leading to believe that the MMN is the outcome of an automatic comparison process between a new, deviant stimulus and the memory trace formed by the sensory representation of the standard stimuli within the short-term memory (STM) (Novak et al., 1990; Näätänen, 1990 Näätänen, , 1992 Cowan et al., 1993; Cowan, 1995; Näätänen and Alho, 1995) . It is not completely certain whether the MMN is specific or not to the auditory modality. Initial experiments seeking it in the visual modality concluded to its absence (Nyman et al., 1990; Czigler and Csibra, 1990 ) but later research suggested that an MMN-like phenomenon might be present in the somatosensory modality (Kekoni et al., 1996) , in the chemosensory modality (Pause and Krauel, 2000) and in the visual modality (Cammann, 1990; Woods et al., 1992; Alho et al., 1992; Tales et al., 1999) . If a visual MMN exists, current data suggest that it exhibits a restricted occipito-temporal scalp distribution consistent with an origin in modality specific sensory cortex Alho et al., 1992) , whereas the auditory MMN has a fronto-central distribution and is known to have a major source in the auditory cortex, with a secondary contribution from the frontal lobe (Giard et al., 1990; Alho, 1995) . Another significant difference with the auditory MMN could be a higher threshold, the visual MMN-like response requiring larger contrasts above the discriminative threshold to be elicited . The auditory MMN often inverts in polarity at scalp locations below the sylvian fissure, typically between the F z and M 1 or M 2 electrodes (Alho, 1995; Novak et al., 1990) . Some types of auditory contrast do, however, evoke an MMN that does not invert its polarity across the sylvian fissure (Sussman et al., 1998a,b) , thus suggesting different cerebral generators. The MMN is best isolated in passive conditions in which the subject does not pay attention to the stimuli, otherwise one is likely to record a mixed waveform made up of the pure MMN mixed with the N2-P3 complex typical of active conditions (Lang et al., 1995; Näätänen, 1995) .
The MMN has already proved to be a very interesting tool to investigate different aspects of speech perception in normal as well as pathological populations (Aaltonen et al., 1987; Sams et al., 1990; Kraus et al., 1992 Kraus et al., , 1995 Kraus et al., , 1996 Ponton and Don, 1995) .
Several studies have used the phonetic category boundary effect in order to record an MMN that would index phonetic rather than acoustic deviance (Aaltonen et al., 1992; Maiste et al., 1995; Sams et al., 1990; Sharma et al., 1993; DehaeneLambertz, 1997) . Phonetic categories are a consequence of categorical perception, which is a major, although not specific feature of speech perception (Liberman et al., 1957; Cutting and Rosner, 1974; Miller et al., 1976) . Unfortunately, these studies either did not show a phonetic effect or were unable to unambiguously separate the effects of acoustic from those of phonetic deviance (see Winkler et al., 1999 for a discussion of these studies). Recently, however, investigations capitalizing on the difference between phonetic category borders in Finnish and Estonian and using vowels that are acoustically simpler, rather than the traditional consonant-vowel syllables, showed that a language-specific phonetic representation of deviant vowels also activates the MMN discriminative process Cheour et al., 1998) . A further elaboration of this type of study used Hungarian and Finnish languages. This allowed the use of two pairs of synthesized isolated vowels, the former representing an across-vowel category in Hungarian and a withincategory in Finnish whereas the latter had the reverse role in both languages. The MMN amplitude was larger in acrossthan within-category contrasts; in other words, speakers of each language had a larger MMN to the contrast that crossed a vowel boundary in their native language than to the contrast between two identically categorized vowels (Winkler et al., 1999) . The conclusion of this latter study was that the MMNs elicited by auditory (sensory) and phonetic (categorical) deviations can proceed in parallel suggesting that these two forms of stimulus representations coexist in the brain. Moreover, in the Finnish-speaking group, the Finnish contrast elicited an MMN with two successive peaks, whereas in the Hungarian group, the same Finnish contrast elicited a simple peak MMN at the latency of the second peak of the Finnish subjects. This suggests that the earlier peak that occurred in the Finnish group was phonetically evoked, a finding compatible with several postulates of the revised motor theory.
The present study was designed as an exploratory investigation in order to test the hypothesis that rare incongruent visual stimuli dubbed onto constant auditory syllables would evoke an MMN by creating a deviant phonetic percept through the McGurk-MacDonald effect. If it succeeded, such a paradigm should be able to isolate the sought-for pure phonetic MMN, since the auditory stimuli are invariant and the deviant-incongruent vs. standardcongruent visual stimuli should evoke either no MMN or a sensory-specific one, easily distinguishable by its posterior localization. The presence of an MMN evoked by the McGurk-MacDonald effect was deemed fairly probable since the same stimulation paradigm has already been shown to evoke differential magnetic field responses considered to be a probable equivalent to the electrical MMN . Moreover, there exist two preliminary reports that claim the obtention of an MMN evoked by the McGurk-MacDonald effect (McPherson and Andrews, 1997; Bernstein et al., 2001 ).
Methods

Subjects
Pre-selection from the original pool
Since our resources in terms of subject number and retributable recording sessions were limited, pilot recordings of the MMN evoked by pure tones were performed in order to limit the extensive complete recording sessions to subjects who proved to yield robust MMNs. A pure tone frequency contrast was investigated. Frequent (5700 presentations) and rare (600 presentations) stimuli were contrasted by a comfortable frequency separation (1000 and 1250 Hz). The pure tone stimuli lasted 400 ms (20 onset-offset ramps). The selection was based on a visual judgment of the final waveform quality and was performed within an initial pool of 21 subjects. Since the MMN is known to suffer from a high interindividual variability (Lang et al., 1995; Uwer and von Suchodoletz, 2000) and the basic question investigated concerned the existence or not of an MMN evoked through the McGurk-MacDonald effect, the pre-selection procedure aimed at avoiding contamination of the results by the random inclusion of a high proportion of individual subjects with intrinsically poor MMN from a relatively small group.
Selected subjects
Three subjects did not yield any recognizable MMN, 10 others showed either doubtful (,1 mV) MMNs or poor recordings due to movement artefacts.
Eight right-handed normal subjects (4 males, 4 females) aged 17-62 years were therefore selected to participate in the complete experiment as paid volunteers. They were in good health, had normal auditory function (pure-tone airconducted hearing thresholds at 20 dB or better for every octave frequency between 125 and 4000 Hz) and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All were native speakers of French. They gave their informed consent to participate after the details of the procedure had been explained to them. The experimental protocol has been approved by the ethical committees of Brussels University and of Brugmann Hospital where the neurophysiological recordings took place.
Experiments
After the initial pre-selection procedure based on individual MMN quality, five experiments were conducted in the present investigation.
Experiments 1-3
A high-speed video camera was configured to capture gray scale images (240 £ 192 pixels) at a rate of 125 images per second. Audio signal and trigger pulses corresponding to image acquisition were recorded simultaneously on a digital audio tape. Pulses were used to post-synchronize the audio signal with the video data. Each stimulus consisted of one acoustic and one video track. Both tracks were synchronized on the burst of the stop consonant measured on the acoustic signal. The acoustic track was down-sampled to 22.05 kHz and the video track to 25 images per second. The stimuli were played back by means of the iShell software version 1.2 (http://www.tribeworks.com)
The video screen (standard 17 inches computer color video monitor) was placed 100 cm in front of the subjects who sat comfortably in an armchair fitted with a back headrest. The acoustic part of the stimuli was delivered at an overall intensity of 60 dB sound pressure level through a loudspeaker positioned immediately below the video screen.
Experiment 1 investigated the MMNs evoked by purely auditory stimuli which were the syllables recorded on the audio track of the audiovisual stimulation sequence with the video screen switched off.
Experiment 2 investigated the MMNs evoked by purely visual stimuli that consisted of the audiovisual sequences played with the sound channel turned off. Experiment 3 investigated the MMNs evoked by the combined audiovisual stimuli with congruent stimuli as standards and incongruent as deviants.
For each of these 3 experiments (auditory alone, visual alone and audiovisual), two symmetrical contrasts were built. Table 1 presents the stimuli pairs used in each condition.
In order to minimize the risk of MMN habituation reported to occur when recordings exceed 10 min (Cheour et al., 2000) , stimuli were presented in short sessions containing 570 standard and 60 deviant stimuli (deviant probability of occurrence: 10.5%) delivered at a rate of 0.909 Hz. The stimulus onset asynchrony measured from the start of the earliest of the stimuli component was 1100 ms. Stimulus duration was variable according to the components making up the whole stimulus. The acoustic component always lasted 341 ms, the visual components lasted 582 ms for /gi/ and 372 ms for /bi/. The number of standard stimuli separating two deviant ones was randomly varied between 6 and 11. Subjects were free to take any type of break they wished between short sessions. A complete MMN data bank for a given pair of standard-deviant stimuli was made up of 5 short sessions, in order to include 300 deviant stimuli before data analysis. A maximum of 10 short sessions were recorded in the same day.
The presentation order of stimuli pairs was randomized between short sessions with the additional constraint that the same contrast was never presented more than once in immediate succession, and that the same modality was never presented more than twice in immediate succession.
Experiment 4
Experiment 4 explored the polarity reversal behavior of the audiovisual MMN. It was performed on one single subject who agreed to participate in extensive recordings in order to achieve a final signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) sufficiently high to warrant demonstration of a reversal should one be present.
Four types of contrasts were investigated.
A pure tone frequency contrast: 1000 Hz (standard) vs. 1250 Hz (deviant) stimuli that were identical to those used in the pre-selection procedure. An auditory spatial localization contrast: the auditory syllable /bi/ delivered by the loudspeaker positioned immediately below the video screen (standard) vs. delivered by a loudspeaker located at 608 to the right of the subject (deviant). The /bi/ syllable was that used in experiment 1. An auditory syllable contrast: /gi/ standard vs. /bi/ deviant, using the same syllables as in experiment 1. An audiovisual syllable contrast evoking the McGurkMacDonald illusion : A/gi/ V/gi/ vs. A/gi/ vs. V /bi/, as in experiment 3.
As in experiments 1-3, stimuli were presented in short sessions containing 570 standard and 60 deviant stimuli delivered at a rate of 0.909 Hz. The complete MMN data bank for a given pair of standard-deviant stimuli was made up of 21 short sessions for the first 3 contrasts and of 28 sessions for the audiovisual contrast. The same contrast was never presented more than twice in immediate succession. This experiment first sought to define the minimal SNR that MMNs known to invert their polarity at mastoid electrodes should reach in order to be able to objectively demonstrate such an inversion on the basis of a statistical method applied to mastoid recordings. For each of the first 3 contrasts used (pure tones, auditory alone syllables, localization), grand averages were progressively built-up by successive addition of the subaverages collected within each short session. For each subaverage increment, the grand average SNR was computed for the MMN waveform and Guthrie's test (Guthrie and Buchwald, 1991) was applied to the mastoid recordings to test for a significant positive deflection. Once the minimal SNR established, the MMN evoked by the McGurk-MacDonald illusion was averaged up to a SNR well above this value in order to be confident that an absence of polarity reversal could not be due to poor SNR.
Experiment 5
Experiment 5 was purely psychophysical and measured the percentage of McGurk-MacDonald illusions provided by the incongruent audiovisual stimulation pairs. For each contrast pair, the percentage of illusions was computed as the ratio between the number of reported illusory (fusion or combination) percepts and the total number of trials (12 per contrats pair). Subjects indicated what they had perceived by selecting one of 4 possible answers (/bi/, /gi/, /di/ or /bgi/) on a multiple choice sheet.
Control of the attentional state of the subjects
In order to ascertain the inattentive condition requested for uncontaminated MMN recording, subjects were requested to perform a tactile discrimination task in experiments 1-4. This allowed for the necessary visual fixation of the video screen. Vibratory stimuli were applied to the subjects' right wrist by acoustically coupling the output of an auditory stimulator with an acoustico-mechanical transducer (mini-fonator, Siemens) normally used for vibrotactile stimulation of profoundly deaf subjects. Four types of tasks were constructed: 3 involved discrimination of a single parameter value (amplitude, frequency or duration) between the middle stimulus and the two flanking ones. These 3 stimuli made up a presentation interval. The fourth task involved the detection of a gap in a single stimulus filling up each presentation interval. A trial consisted in gradually varying the target parameter from one presentation interval to the next one, until the subject signaled that he had perceived a difference by hitting a key, whereafter a new trial was immediately started. From trial to trial, the target parameters were randomly modified in type (amplitude, frequency, duration or gap), as well as in ascending or descending order and in step size. The tasks and the lowfrequency acoustic stimuli feeding the vibrating transducer were programmed using Tucker-Davis Technologies hardware (System II) and software (Siggen and Sigplay).
Electrical activity recording (experiments 1-4)
Brain electrical activity was recorded with Ag-AgCl electrodes from F z , O z , C 3 , C 4 , (10-20 system) as well as from left and right mastoids (M 1 , M 2 ), all referred to the tip of the nose. Horizontal and vertical eye movements were monitored using two bipolar recordings: one between each outer eye canthus and one between a supraorbital electrode and an electrode just below the lower lid on the right side. After amplification (10,000 times for brain activity channels and 5000 times for eye movement channels) and filtering (0.1-70 Hz), the input signals were digitized with a sampling rate of 1138 Hz and stored on the computer disk for off-line averaging.
MMN computation and measurement
Data averaging was performed with an InstEP system. Recording epochs with a total duration of 900 ms were averaged separately for the standard and deviant stimuli. A pre-stimulus baseline of variable duration made up the early part of the epochs: when a visual component was present, the baseline duration (prior to the onset of articulatory movement) was, respectively, 10 for /gi/ and 134 ms for /bi/; it was 165 ms for auditory alone stimuli. Rejection of artefacted sweeps from the final averages was performed on the basis of a^100 mV criterion for all channels. Averaged waveforms were converted into ASCII format and exported to a spreadsheet program for further analysis and plotting. The MMN was computed as the differential waveform obtained by subtracting the potential evoked by frequent stimuli from the one evoked by deviant stimuli.
For each of the contrasts listed in Table 1 , the presence of an MMN at F z and O z locations was objectively ascertained from the grand average computed across the 8 subjects according to the method described by Guthrie and Buchwald (1991) . This method is based on a succession of paired onetailed t tests that compare the point-to-point amplitudes of the two across-subjects grand average waveforms (the one evoked by frequent stimuli and the other by rare ones), using individual waveforms (N ¼ 8) as a data set. The heart of the method relies on the computation of the minimum number of consecutive, adjacent individual differences that should be found significant at the 5% level, in order to be above the incidence of randomly occurring consecutive significant results due to multiple t tests in the absence of any genuine difference between the two sets. The statistical computations including the autocorrelation estimates needed to use Guthrie and Buchwald's method were computed using Pascal routines that are widely available (Press et al., 1990) . The original data points were first digitally low-pass filtered (0.1-30 Hz) then decimated in order to achieve a final digital temporal resolution of 6.16 ms compatible with Guthrie and Buchwald's table. The autocorrelation values attained 0.9 for all contrasts at both locations. According to Guthrie and Buchwald's table, this indicates that 12 successively significant point-to-point t tests, spanning a 67 ms temporal threshold are required in order to define a statistically significant MMN at the 5% level (Guthrie and Buchwald, 1991) .
MMN latency was defined as that of the most negative point within the period of consecutive significant t tests above Guthrie and Buchwald's temporal threshold. MMN amplitude was defined as the absolute amplitude of the most negative point within the period of consecutive significant t tests above Guthrie and Buchwald's temporal threshold.
MMN duration was defined as the fraction of the recording epoch during which significant consecutive t tests were obtained above Guthrie and Buchwald's temporal threshold. When more than one period of significant t tests was obtained, the MMN was considered to be made up of several components.
SNR measurement (experiment 4)
The SNR of the 4 different MMNs was computed by dividing the root-mean-square amplitude of the post-baseline data points by that of the baseline data points (Arnold, 1985; Boston, 1989; Deltenre and Mansbach, 1993) . Fig. 1 illustrates the waveforms evoked by the two contrasts delivered in the auditory alone modality.
Results
Experiment 1 (auditory presentation alone)
The standard and deviant stimuli elicited obvious F z components, morphologically similar to the classical exogenous P 1 -N 1 -P 2 components of the long-latency "Vertex" auditory potentials (Davis, 1976) . When measured from the consonant burst onset on the waveform evoked by the standard /bi/ stimulus, the respective latencies of these 3 components were 44, 88 and 172 ms, suggesting that they were indeed synchronized on the consonant burst.
In order to provide the reader with a detailed view of the temporal relations between the acoustic-phonetic stimuli and the ERP they evoke, Fig. 2 shows, on the same time scale, the temporal pressure wave of the syllable /bi/ with its spectrographic representation and the associated exogenous evoked potential. The spectrogram plots the variations of the acoustic signal frequency content across time. This helps to confirm that the obvious N 1 -P 2 component that dominates the ERP waveform is synchronized on the consonant burst explosion.
The two acoustic-phonetic contrasts (/bi/ standard vs. /gi/ deviant and /gi/ standard vs. /bi/ deviant: Fig. 1 ) evoked clear-cut MMNs at F z but not at O z . When /gi/ was the deviant stimulus, the MMN had a rather long-duration of 185 ms which covered the time slot extending between the exogenous N 1 peak up to the end of the P 2 peak. This fairly long MMN contained two negative peaks with respective latencies of 125 and 251 ms. When /bi/ was deviant, the MMN was shorter (90 ms), peaked at 200 ms and covered most of the exogenous P 2 . A first negative peak with a short latency (78 ms), visually appealing as as candidate for a very early MMN failed to fulfill the statistical criterion requested to be identified as such. Both auditory contrasts evoked an MMN that inverted its polarity between the F z and M 1 as well as M 2 electrodes (see experiment 4 and Fig. 5 for further details).
Experiment 2 (visual presentation alone)
As shown in Fig. 3 , no MMN could be detected either at F z or at O z .
Experiment 3 (audiovisual presentation leading to the McGurk-MacDonald effect)
The waveforms evoked at F z by the standard and deviant stimuli exhibited components, which were morphologically Fig. 2 . Temporal relationships between the features of an acoustic syllabic stimulus (/bi/) presented alone and its ERP. Upper trace: ERP recorded from F z . Middle trace: acoustic pressure waveform as measured by the microphone used to record the utterance before digitizing. Lower trace: spectrogram of the syllable. The spectrogram displays frequencies (ordinate) over time (abcissa). At each point in time, the intensity of a given frequency component is coded by the relative darkness of the tracing. The first acoustic event is the low-frequency voicing bar, corresponding to the onset of laryngeal vibrations, and starts 165 ms after sweep onset. This event is followed 135 ms later (at 300 ms; black triangle) by a burst of acoustic energy at higher frequencies, which is due to the release of the lip closure. The burst is, in turn, followed by rapid frequency transitions towards the long duration stable frequency components (formants) that characterize the vowel. Fig. 1 . Auditory alone presentation. In this and subsequent figures, the potentials evoked by the standard (thin line) and deviant (thick line) stimuli are superimposed and represent grand averages across all subjects. The classical exogenous P 1 , N 1 and P 2 components are readily identified. The derived waveform obtained by subtracting the standard response from the deviant one is plotted below the exogenous waveforms. The lowest trace illustrates the result of the statistical testing on a binary mode: the level is raised during each period of consecutive significant t tests exceeding Guthrie's temporal threshold. The black triangles indicate the temporal position of the deviant consonant burst, the open triangle indicates deviant voicing onset. Both contrasts evoke an MMN at F z location, whereas none is found at O z .
very similar to the exogenous P 1 , N 1 and P 2 waves obtained in the auditory alone condition. The components evoked by the standard /bi/ stimulus had latencies of 45, 94 and 167 ms with respect to consonant burst.
Both phonetic contrasts created by the McGurk-MacDonald effect evoked an MMN at F z , and not at O z as illustrated in Fig. 4 . When /gi/ was deviant, the MMN appeared to contain 3 components:
An early component with a duration of 119 ms and covering most of the P 1 as well as the ascending limb and peak of the N 1 components evoked by the deviant and standard stimuli. Both contrasts elicit MMNs at F z only. When /gi/ is deviant, 3 components are identified. The first two cover most of the exogenous waves, the third one is very late. When /bi/ is deviant, two components are identified: one over the N 1 time slot and the other over the second half of P 2 . When /bi/ was deviant, an MMN made up of two components was obtained:
An early component with a duration of 78 ms, which covered the ascending limb and peak time slot of the N 1 exogenous components. A later component starting just after the peak of the exogenous P 2 and lasting for 116 ms.
None of the two audiovisual contrasts did evoke a significant MMN that inverted its polarity between the F z and M 1 or M 2 electrodes. This peculiar point was further studied in experiment 4.
Statistical comparison between audiovisual and visual alone conditions
The difference between the audiovisual and visual alone conditions was further tested by performing a statistical comparison of both the peak and mean amplitudes measured during the time periods for which Guthrie's test indicated the presence of a significant MMN in the audiovisual condition. Since these time periods were different between the two phonemic contrasts, two-by-two t tests were preferred to an analysis of variance (ANOVA) that would have included non-significant portions of the waveforms. Paired t test between the audiovisual and visual conditions were thus computed for each MMN time period of both contrasts.
T tests performed on mean amplitudes supported the presence of an audiovisual double-peaked MMN for the deviant /bi/ (earliest MMN period: tð7Þ ¼ 3:02, P , 0:01; latest MMN period : tð7Þ ¼ 1:86, P , 0:05), whereas those performed on peak amplitudes only confirmed the presence of the earliest MMN period (earliest MMN period : tð7Þ ¼ 2:79, P , 0:01; latest MMN period: tð7Þ ¼ 0:73 ,P , 0:50). For the deviant /gi/, t tests performed on mean amplitudes only supported the significance of the earliest MMN period (tð7Þ ¼ 1:85, P , 0:05; middle latency MMN period: tð7Þ ¼ 1:59, P , 0:10; latest MMN period: tð7Þ ¼ 0:56, P , 0:30), whereas those run on peak amplitudes confirmed the presence of the 3 peaks (earliest MMN period : tð7Þ ¼ 3:15, P , 0:01; middle latency MMN period: tð7Þ ¼ 3:56, P , 0:01; latest MMN period: tð7Þ ¼ 2:62, P , 0:05).
Parametric overview of experiments 1-3
Table 2 summarizes and compares the parameters resulting from the objective detection of the MMNs evoked in the two conditions for which an MMN was detected at F z .
Experiment 4 (polarity reversal of the McGurkMacDonald MMN)
Fig . 5 illustrates the results of experiment 4 and shows that a clear-cut phase reversal, mirroring the F z MMN, was obtained for the pure tones frequency, auditory phonemic and spatial localization contrasts. The minimal SNR values (computed on the F z differential waveform) at which Guthrie's test indicated a significant positivity at both right and left mastoid sites were, respectively, 1.62, 2.35 and 1.87. The MMN evoked by the McGurk-MacDonald illusion was averaged until its SNR reached 2.80, thus well above the minimal SNR that allowed statistical detection of polarity reversal for the three other contrasts (Fig. 5) . The individual subject used in experiment 4 (Fig. 5 ) exhibited an MMN that was significant between 395 and 462 ms at the frontal site. Although visual inspection of the tracings reveals that the first half of the MMN wave is mirrored by a positive deflection at both mastoids, Guthrie's test failed to reveal a significant positivity at either mastoid electrode despite the enhanced SNR incorporating 1680 deviant stimuli. Further improvement of the mastoid waveform obtained by averaging the right and left tracings still did not yield a statistically significant positivity. It must therefore be concluded that a polarity reversal of the McGurk MMN is either absent or much less expressed than what is seen with auditory alone contrasts.
Experiment 5 (psychophysical McGurk-MacDonald effect)
Audiovisual incongruent stimuli gave rise to combination-type illusions in 74% of the trials and to fusion-type illusions in 66% of the cases.
Discussion
The main result of this study consists in the demonstration of an MMN evoked by illusory McGurk-MacDonald percepts. Although neither experiments 3 and 4 were able to demonstrate a significant polarity reversal between F z and mastoid sites, there is no reason to refute the identification of the significant negative waveforms obtained in the audiovisual experiment as MMNs. Although it is true that most types of auditory contrasts evoke MMNs that invert their polarity, some clearly do not or do so only marginally (Sussman et al., 1998a,b) . It follows that the definition of the MMN does not imply polarity reversal across the sylvian fissure, as further evidenced in the literature about the suspected visual, somatosensory and chemosensory MMNs (Cammann, 1990; Alho et al., 1992; Woods et al., 1992; Kekoni et al., 1996; Tales et al., 1999; Pause and Krauel, 2000) . It has furthermore been shown that different types of auditory contrasts evoke MMNs with different topographical distributions (Giard et al., 1995; Paavilainen et al., 1991; Dehaene-Lambertz, 2000) . The present results 1 -a MMN parameters (onset latency, duration, peak latency and peak amplitude) for both auditory (A) contrasts (/gi/ deviant and /bi/ deviant) and for each significant MMN component (AV 1, AV 2, AV 3) of both audiovisual contrasts (visual /gi/ deviant and visual /bi/ deviant). The values of the MMN parameters have been computed as a function of several time points: the onset of the articulatory gesture (articulatory gesture), the onset of voicing and the onset of the consonant burst. The letters NA (non-applicable) mean that the values could not have been computed (i.e.: no articulatory gesture for the auditory condition). For the /gi/deviant of the auditory condition, two peaks of about the same amplitude were observed. The peak latency and the amplitude of the latest peak are indicated between brackets. thus suggest that the MMN evoked by the McGurk-MacDonald illusory percepts originates from other generators than those involved with primary acoustic dimensions.
The existence of an MMN specific to the audiovisual modality is demonstrated by the results of the statistical comparison between the audiovisual and visual alone conditions. For both parameters that were taken into account (mean amplitude and peak amplitude), the early MMN component of the two audiovisual contrasts reached statistical significance. The middle latency and late MMN components were only significant on the basis of one of the two parameters analysis.
Since the audiovisual stimuli were devoid of any physical auditory contrasts and since the efficient visual contrasts did not evoke any MMN when presented alone, it appears that, within the conditions of the present experiments, the visual stimuli need a suitable auditory context in order to trigger an MMN associated with the presentation of an illusory deviant percept.
Since the MMN evoked by the McGurk-MacDonald effect is neither visual nor auditory and reflects the detection of a deviant phonetic percept, it is justified to propose that it results from an automatic, pre-cognitive comparison between STM phonetic traces. There exists no current agreement about the processing level (i.e. early or late with respect to mapping to phonetic prototypes) at which the audiovisual integration leading to McGurk-MacDonald illusory percepts occur (Green, 1998) . The present data do not prove either that the STM trace has already been phonetically categorized at the point in time when it triggers the MMN, they at least indicate that the involved trace possesses an intrinsic phonetic value whatever its current processing stage.
Previous studies dealing with phonetic MMNs reported rather short latencies compatible with the hypothesis of early processing of the phonetic dimension within the STM (Winkler et al., 1999) . The onset latencies observed in the present study were also rather short, at least shorter than those of the MMNs evoked by similar pure auditory contrasts in the auditory alone conditions (Experiment 1). One must remain cautious when dealing with MMN latencies because the latency-reference point in time is defined by the moment at which the standard and deviant stimuli begin to diverge and this can occur much later than at deviant stimulus onset. Although visual deviance of articulatory movements is less straightforward to define than for auditory signals, it is probable that the visual deviant stimuli used in the present study diverged early, thus possibly contributing to the rather short MMN latencies observed. Although the very existence of an MMN evoked by a McGurk-MacDonald percept must be considered as favoring an early pre-conscious processing mechanism leading to the illusion, we need further experiments with parametric control of the timing of the visual and auditory stimuli to better define the moment at which the illusory deviance is detected.
The demonstration of the existence of an electrical MMN evoked by McGurk-MacDonald percepts is particularly welcome since it provides a relatively easy and hopefully universal way to probe STM function with pure phonetic traces. Although it is not language-independent, the McGurk-MacDonald effect has been demonstrated in many languages (Burnham, 1998) thus providing much more widespread possibilities to assess isolated phonetic percepts than by resorting to carefully selected auditory and phonetic contrasts from peculiar languages like Hungarian and Finnish (Winkler et al., 1999) . Since both the McGurk-MacDonald effect and the MMN are elicitable across a wide range of ages including very young babies (Rosenblum et al., 1997; Burnham and Dodd, 1996; Cheour-Luhtanen et al., 1995) , their successful combination applied to the assessment of phonetic perception appears very promising regarding developmental issues in general, as well as in the study of various language acquisition problems which typically occur in pediatric age groups.
